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INTRODUCTION

You are invited to
personally view over 100
clocks in bournemouth
BilliB the Clock Specialist in central Bournemouth has the largest
collection of different styles of Clocks on permanent display*
Use this brochure to visit them and see what is the finest quality
selection of clocks in the UK. We would point out that BilliB do
not sell direct to the public, these showrooms are for selection
only and all purchases should come through your retailer.

INTRODUCTION

BilliB Clocks
benefit from
an automatic
balance
feature,
one good
swing of the
pendulum
and they
are ‘in beat’
giving an
even
tick-tock !

Depending on your location, and as an incentive to make the trip
to the ‘BilliB’ showrooms, some retailers will be happy to refund
your reasonable fuel expenses incurred in visiting ‘BilliB’. Subject
to your visit being recorded and purchasing a ‘BilliB’ grandfather
clock on your return.
This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers
(participating stores only, see store for details) (UK mainland
only).
* Due to holidays and trade exhibitions there are certain occasions on which the showroom is closed, BilliB
will be quite happy to check these details before your visit. We would like to point out that ACCESS to our
showroom is only available by appointment, BilliB are not a retail shop but a showroom facility serving our
retailers.

How To Find Us

Bournemouth
West
Roundabout

N
E

W
S

Call 01202 293352

Retailers Stamp

All Sizes are approximate.
We reserve the right to apply without notice variations and finishes.
No part of this publication can be reproduced without prior written permission from BilliB.
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Picture ‘Cavendish’
Clock
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Remington
& Abingdon

Burlington

Model Remington has
brass capitals brass
pendulum and weight
shells, and triple chime
movement giving the
choice of Westminster,
Whittington and
St. Michael’s chimes and
automatic night time
chime silencer.

This superb
Grandfather clock
benefits from a cable
driven triple chime
movement which plays
your choice of
Westminster,
Whittington or
St. Michael’s chimes.
With automatic night
time chime silencer.

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Model Abingdon a fine
example of the classic
flat top regulator of years
gone by. Focal areas
have booked matched
highlights added to the
solid hard wood case.
Triple chime cable driven
movement with night
silencer.

Available in Walnut
with brass capitals
or Light oak with
complimenting
wooden capitals
Large dial with silver
chapter ring and roman
numerals balanced by
a blue moon dial.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Remington

Abingdon

Burlington

Burlington

H78 x W20 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish

H80 x W24 x D14 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H82 x W23 x D12 Inches
Light Oak Finish

H82 x W23 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Carlton &
Donnington

Cavendish

Mechanical
Clocks

GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Where
Time Is
Precious

Model Cavendish
will delight any
home, shown in both
finishes, light oak or
darker brown walnut.
Carved decoration
adorns the pediment
complimenting the large
expanse of glass. Fitted
with quality German
mechanical triple chime
movement,. which
plays Westminster,
Whittington or St.
Michael’s chimes. Chime
silent and night chime
silent are fitted as
standard along with our
automatic balance.

Timeless pinch waisted
clocks with polished Lyre
pendulum and quality
chain driven mechanical
movement.
Our model Donnington
is shown in light oak
but also available in mid
oak or mahogany finish
with Westminster chime
movement and stylish
bun feet to complement
the bonnet top.
Model Carlton is available
as shown with triple chime
movement scolloped glass
door, domed top and extra
side cabinet detail. Both
clocks have a silent and
night chime
silencer lever .

Just swing the
pendulum and the clock
goes straight ‘into beat’

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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Carlton

Donnington

Cavendish

Cavendish

H78 x W18 x D11 Inches
YEW Finish

H78x W18 x D10 Inches
Light Oak, Mahogany
or MID OAK, Finish

H79 x W20 x D12 Inches
Light Oak Finish

H79 x W20 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

GRANDFATHER CLOCKS
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BILLIB

BILLIB
Where
Time Is
Precious

Quality
Clocks

Davidson &
Marlborough

Lexington
& Leonardo

Model Marlborough is
a truly classic styled
clock with port hole
glass from where the
brass pendulum can be
seen swinging back and
forth. Walnut finish with
simple case detail to
compliments a traditional
family home. Fitted with
mechanical weight driven
Westminster chime
movement with night
silencer and manual
chime silent.
Model Davidson is a book
case clock with a
pre-distressed case and
crystal quartz chiming
movement

Our Heirloom quality
floor clocks hand crafted
in select hardwood
cabinets and expertly
hand finished in lustrous
wood tones. Crystal
glass doors with locks
and keys.
Deluxe dial with moon
phase. Golden
weights and pendulum
bob driven by a precision
crafted eight day
German Movements with
self beat adjustment
for easy set up and
automatic night off
function
Model Lexington benefits
from a deluxe cable
driven movement with
three different chimes.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Davidson

Marlborough

Lexington

Leonardo

H76 x W16 x D10 Inches
Antique Walnut Finish

H82 x W19 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish

H91 x W27 x D17 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H83 x W22 x D12 Inches
Mahogany Finish

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Henderson
& Imperial

Weston
& Nero

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Both these clocks
have a broad expanse
of bevelled glass
huge polished brass
pendulums and
polished weight shells,
which move at the
command of a triple
chime cable movement
with
Westminster,
Whittington and St.
Michael’s
chimes and automatic
night time
chime silencer.
Henderson benefits from
a hand polished case
and highlight / accent
woods on the focal areas

Two very contrasting
clocks both with
Westminster Chime
movements. Model
Weston a classic scroll
top pendulum and finial
walnut finished case with
wooden stick pendulum
and brass bob and
matching brass weights.
Model Nero black
painted case with
chrome weights chrome
Lyre pendulum and
chains with contrasting
gold metal elements
complimented by a large
spun aluminium dial with
roman numerals and
seconds hand.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Henderson

Imperial

Weston

Nero

H81 x W23 x D14 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H83 x W25 x D14 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H83 x W17 x D10 Inches
Walnut Finish

H74 x W21 x D12 Inches
Black Finish
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Majestic
& Launton

Windsor
& Venetian

Triple chime cable
driven movements
that play your choice
of Westminster,
Whittington or
St. Michael’s chimes,
with night off facility.

The Venetian
Grandfather clock is finished
in white antico with gold
and hand-decoration.
Westminster Chimes with
Automatic Night Silencer
Facility

Crafted from the
finest select materials
and case displays.

Model Windsor featuring
brass finial, glass doors, brass
dials and silver chapter rings.
A perfectly
proportioned clock
benefits from a
mechanical 8 day
three chime chain
driven movement

Model Majestic
has 2 doors and
handsome
accented pediment
and matching base
panel which features
a beautiful handrubbed veneered
face on a solid
oak case.
Launton has mirror
back with glass
shelves, light and
base drawer

Majestic
H87 x W27 x D14 Inches
Golden Oak Finish

12

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Launton

Windsor

H86 x W34 x D12 Inches
Light Oak Finish

Venetian

H80 x W19 x D11 Inches
Mahogany or Mid Oak Finish

H83 x W17 x D10 Inches
Antico White Finish
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Messina
& Tivoli

Manila &
Lausanne

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Lausanne, an Impressive
corner clock with base
cupboard, glass shelves
and a mirrored back
with lights. Large lyre
pendulum, polished
weights and cable driven
movement with
Westminster Whittington
and St Michael chimes
plus automatic night
time chime silencer.

Artistry, Integrity &
Authenticity are
benchmarks of our
collections.
Messina is a light
wood option with
aluminium trimmed
door and further
aluminium accents.
Side movement
doors, mother of pearl
effect dial with black
roman numerals and
a Westminster chime
movement.
Tivoli is shown in
walnut finish with
bottom cupboard,
brass weights and large
lyre pendulum both
clocks benefit from
night chime silencer
and Westminster chime

Corner Clock
22 inches
Approx. from corner

Manila Grandfather clock
is finished in hand painted
black with gold finish
and hand decoration
and Westminster chime
movement.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Messina

Tivoli

H77 x W17 x D10 Inches
Natural Ash Finish

H82 x W23 x D13 Inches
Walnut Finish
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Manila

Lausanne
H86 x W30 x D14 Inches
Mid Oak Finish

H84 x W19 x D10 Inches
Black Finish

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Berkeley
& Amber

Havana
& Enfield

Model Berkeley has
a handsome accented
pediment which features
a beautiful hand-rubbed
case with brass pendulum
and weight shells, and
triple chime cable
movement giving the
choice of Westminster,
Whittington and
St. Michael’s chimes and
automatic night time
chime silencer.

Model Havana has an
onion style base with
ball feet, pinch waisted
case with scalloped
door and accent
veneers of burl walnut.
Brass pendulum and
weight shells, and
triple chime movement
giving the choice of
Westminster,
Whittington and
St. Michael’s chimes
and automatic night
time chime silencer.

Amber is a curio cabinet
with an 11 jewelled
movement playing
Westminster chimes on
diamond cut polished bells
a skeleton style dial giving
a view of the movement
Mirrored back with glass
shelves and
halogen down light.

Enfield is a classic
style with brass design
glass lower door and
mechanical
Westminster chime
movement.

Amber Corner Clock
16 inches
Approx. from corner

Berkeley
H76 x W21 x D12 Inches
Mahogany Finish

16

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Amber

Havana

H78 x W22 x D13 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H83 x W24 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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Enfield
H85 x W19 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish
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GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Hayward
& Fulton

Adelphi &
Hereford

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Where
Time Is
Precious

Artistry, Integrity &
Authenticity are
benchmarks of our
collections.

Both have weight
driven Westminster
chime movement
brass weight shells,
and automatic night
time chime silencer.

To own one of these
triple chime cable
driven masterpieces
is to share in the rich
heritage which the
BilliB collection was
created to preserve.

Adelphi with its
simply domed top
and classic crisp
white dial in walnut
finished case

Some of the finest
clocks ever made are
a fitting tribute to the
traditions of a past era.

Hereford
grandmother
clock shown in
mid oak finish but
also available in
mahogany finish.

Model Fulton
features Pewter and
brass style details with
mirrored back and
lighting. Hayward in
Mahogany Finish with
Crotch Mahogany
accents

Hayward
H82 x W23 x D13 Inches
Mahogany Finish

18

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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GRANDMOTHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

Fulton

Adelphi

H86 x W24 x D14 Inches
Mahogany Finish

H74 x W21 x D12 Inches
Walnut Finish

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Hereford
H67 x W16 x D10 Inches
Mid Oak or Mahogany Finish

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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GRANDMOTHER CLOCKS

GRANDMOTHER CLOCKS

Mechanical
Quality
Clocks

Corinthian
& Avalon

GRANDMOTHER CLOCKS

BILLIB

BILLIB
Where
Time Is
Precious

Cabris
& Epsom

The Avalon is a traditional
clock with a bonnet top, 2
doors, brass dial with silver
chapter ring blue moon dial
showing the 29.5 days of
the moon phase.
Mechanical Westminster
chime movement with
night time chime silencer
and manual chime silent
lever, brass weight shells
and lyre pendulum.
Model Corinthian is a
rather slim clock with key
wound Westminster chime
movement and porthole
style glass door

Model Cabris reflects the
style of a 1920’s French
clock with bim-bam hour
and half hour chimes.
Epsom in mid oak is
shown with hand carved
pediment bevelled glass
door, onion style base
with ball feet. Large glass
centre door. Triple chime
movement giving the
choice of Westminster,
Whittington and
St. Michael’s chimes and
automatic night time
chime silencer.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS
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Corinthian

Avalon

Cabris

Epsom

H65 x W18 x D11 Inches
Walnut Finish

H79 x W17 x D11 Inches
Walnut Finish

H77 x W21 x D10 Inches
distressed antique Finish

H75 x W21 x D12 Inches
Mid Oak Finish

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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WALL CLOCKS

Alveston
A Silver Finished Dial, Walnut
Finish with automatic night off
and Westminster Chimes
H26 x W8 x D6 inches

A favourite for many years
at BilliB, and our first with
a curved glass door &
barrel pendulum. Walnut
finish,
passing bell

WALL CLOCKS

Antoinette

H37 x W9 x D6 inches

Appleby
Abigail
With passing bell, a silver
chapter ring & black roman
numerals, in a natural finish
to complement

Etched Brass Dial
Westminster Chimes with
Auto Night Chime Silencer
Light Oak Finish
H29 x W14 x D8 inches

H29 x W8 x D6 inches

Ashland
Abbeydale
Available in Walnut or Yew
Finish.
Features a base key drawer.
This model also has a
Silver Dial and Roman
Numerals driven by a
mechanical Movement with
automatic night off and
Westminster Chimes
H28 x W9 x D6 inches

Has featured inlays and
brass dial with roman
numerals, and Moon Dial
with Westminster Chimes.
Manual Night Chime
Silencer,
Walnut Finish.
H 33 x W13 x D7 inches

Axford
Light Oak Finish with
manual night off and
Westminster Chimes
and white Dial
H26 x W11 x D6 inches

22
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WALL CLOCKS

torridge

Walnut Finished with inlay and
marquetry with Triple Chime
Movement and automatic night
silent and stylish white dial and
barrel shaped pendulum

An ornate wall
clock in
Walnut finish,
Westminster
Chimes

H28 x W8 x D6 inches

H33 x W13 x D7
inches

Copenhagen
With a contrasting black
slate tile back and silver
aluminium coloured case. A
single chrome weight driving
a passing bell movement gives
a reassuring single bell on the
hour. Style with simplicity.
H36 x W9 x D7 inches

Portland
Regulator Style Wall clock
with a weight driven cable
movement which plays
Westminster chimes and is
regulated by a lyre
pendulum
Walnut Finish with Night
Silent Facility.
H39 x W13 x D7 inches

WALL CLOCKS

REDHILL

Aurora
This large 2ft in diameter mineral glass dial clock
with German crystal quartz movement, black
hands is a real statement!
D24 inches

qc-9040
White carbon fibre and
chrome effect styling, mineral
glass dial chrome hands and
German crystal quartz
movement and polished
chrome pendulum
H27 x W9 x D3 inches

Knightsbridge

qc-9020

Walnut finished wood case
and burl relief panel, calendar
feature with day, date, month
and moon phase. This clock
also has a Triple chime polished
movement and an
automatic night off.

Modern Glass sided clock with
glass dial and gold overlay
and polished brass pendulum
bob driven by a crystal quartz
quality German movement
H24 x W7 x D5 inches

H29 x W8 x D7 inches
24
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WALL CLOCKS

These 2 models have
polished black cases with
convex glass one with
a zebrano black centre
accent and the other a
silver chequerer accent
German quartz crystal
movement and case.

A stunning wall clock at nearly
6ft, with curved glass door.
The weight driven polished
cable driven movement
has Westminster Chimes &
automatic night silence facility.
With day,
date and moon dial.
chrome weights pendulum

WALL CLOCKS

Annabel

H64 x W12 x D10 inches

H29 x W8 x D4 inches
QC9110

QC9120

Brompton

Premier
Collection

Natural Finish with Chrome
Features. Passing bell & curved
glass door with barrel shaped
weights and pendulum
H63 x W12 x D10 inches

These models have satin
black cases with polished
chrome pendulum Bevelled glass cut at a counter
angles to the case, one
with a zebrano black centre accent and the other a
silver chequered accent
German quartz crystal
movement and case.
H33 x W9 x D4 inches
QC9130

26

QC9140
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WALL CLOCKS

H28 x W9 x D3 inches

qc-9060
Mineral Glass Wave Wall Clock
with Chrome Coloured Detail
and Quality German Case
Construction Features a German
Quartz Crystal Movement
and Quality German Case
Construction
H31 x W9 x D4 inches

Bridgeport
Mahogany finished napoleon
Style Clock, German brass 8-day
mechanical key wound movement
with Westminster chimes and a
simple clean white dial
H9 x W17 x D4¼ inches

Fairfax
Modern Design Black Finish
Mantel Clock, Glass Dial, Quality
German Radio Controlled Quartz
Movement.
H8½ x W.8 x D3½ inches

MANTEL & TABLE CLOCKS

Modern Design Wall Clock with
stylish Wood Effect Inlay on a
Silver Background with Mineral
Glass Dial and Hand Assembled
Features German Quartz Crystal
Movement and Quality German
Case Construction

WALL CLOCKS

qc-9050

qc-9070
Designer Wall Clock with Stylish
Black Background and Glass Fins
with Mineral Glass Dial all Hand
Assembled, it Features a German
Quartz Crystal Movement and
Quality German Case Construction
H31 x W9 x D4 inches

qc-9080
Bevelled Curved Mineral Glass
Front with Chrome Coloured Detail,
Junghans German Crystal Quartz
Movement and Quality German
Case Construction.
H38 x W9 x D4 inches

28
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Epic
Piano black polished top and chrome
pillars. Bevelled glass door with
Brushed Steel Day Date dial behind.
Polished 4/4 key wind movement with
escapement ( 11 jewels ), triple chime &
permanent night time shut-off between
10.00 PM and 7.15 AM, chime selector
lever access via rear door..
H12¼ x W8¾ x D7¾ inches

Linton
Available in Walnut or Yew
Finish (insert)
A traditional Mantel Clock with
shouldered arch and an elaborate burl
veneer door, and hinged back door.
Fitted with an 8-day Westminster
chime movement and moon dial.
H11¾ x W8¼ x D6 inches

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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MANTEL & TABLE CLOCKS

MANTEL & TABLE CLOCKS

Piano Walnut Finish Clock with
Aluminium Accents, Glass Dial
set in front of an Aluminium
layer with Chrome Relief, Quality
German Radio Controlled Quartz
Movement H8¼ x W9 x D3 inches
Piano Black Insert Picture

Birchgrove
Available in Mahogany as
shown, or Walnut Finish.
Westminster Chime Movement
with Silver Dial
H11 x W9 x D5 inches

Lloyd

President

Contemporary Mantel Clock
in a sleek Walnut finished case
with Aluminium detailing, and
two bevelled crystal glass
doors. Brushed steel affect
dial with calendar feature. 11
jewelled escapement.

MANTEL & TABLE CLOCKS

Beckett

Yew or Walnut (insert)
both with accent inlays.
This majestic mantel
clock has bevelled crystal
glass front panel doors
and side panels. The
bevelled crystal glass
in the top allows you
to view the 9 diamond
cut polished bells,
Mechanical movement
with triple chime
H15½ x W11 x D9½ inches.

H11½ x W7½ x D6 inches

Viceroy

Bradley
Yew Finish with Gold Dial (pictured) or
Walnut Finish (open door insert) with
White Dial. Key wind movement with
escapement ( 11 jewels ), triple chime
(Westminster, St. Michael & Whittington)
on 8-rod gong, mechanical polished
movement, viewable from all sides.
H12¼ x W8¾ x D7¾ inches
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Bradfield
Shown above in Mahogany finish
a faithful Napoleon Style Clock,
German Brass 8-day Mechanical
key wound movement with
Westminster chimes and a
simple clean white dial and
case ornamentation.
H9 x W17 x D4¼ inches
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Springwood
Bell strike movemenmt
white dial with black roman
numerals, in a piano
finished mahogany style
H13 x W6 x D4 inches

Limited Edition Clock
Matt Black.
This clock is a Tourbillion
(Tourbillion) Escapement
Regulator Mantel Clock,
patented by Brequet
in the early 1800’s. This
Escapement is hand
engineered in Germany
and rotates under the
No 12 A contemporary Bell strike movemenmt
white dial with black
mantel clock in a sleek
roman
numerals, in a
case with aluminium
piano finished
detailing wound
mahogany style
movement playing
H9
x W6 x D4 inches
H11½ x W7½ x D6 inches

Rosewood

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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Abstract line design clock
H67 x W4 x D1.5 Inches
32

Tarrant
Printed Wall
Clock
H37 x W4 x D1.5
Inches
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Peebles Wall
Clock

BUBBLEGUM CLOCKS

BUBBLEGUM CLOCKS

The Chase Wall
Clock

BUBBLEGUM CLOCKS

Uniquely designed pieces of wall art.
see more at www.billib.com
Most clocks in this range are hand designed
and individually hand painted.
Therefore designs may vary
slightly from picture.
Some styles have these finishes scraped
back to produce a three dimensional, layered
effect. This missing paint is part of the design
and unique to each and every piece. They are
all made by hand with German engineered
aluminium frames and German crystal quartz
movements a stylish piece of wall art, hand
designed and unique every time!

BY BILLIB

Catalina Wall
Clock

Martello Wall
Clock

Mondrian Wall
Clock

Textured striped design

Coloured panels
white grey black

Acrylic coloured panels

H67 x W11x D2 Inches

H67 x W11x D2 Inches

H67 x W11x D2 Inches

Textured painted clock
H67 x W4 x D1.5 Inches

(Due to being hand painted, designs may vary slightly

w w w.bil l ib .c om
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BUBBLEGUM CLOCKS

BUBBLEGUM CLOCKS

Visit our Web site for More Designs
Art by Day, Light by Night
Floor Standing Lights

Waverley Wall
Clock
Textured painted seaside
H37 x W11 x D1.5 Inches

Melford
Light
Textured
painted
67 x 6 inches
+ base

Verity Modern 		
Floor Clock
Coloured panels
base stand W20 X D10
clock 67 x W11 x D2 Inches

H37 x W11 x D1.5 Inches

Jupiter
Light
Textured
painted
67 x 6 inches
+ base

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR
MORE
DETAILS

Comet Modern
Floor Clock
Textured painted stripes
base stand W20 X D10
clock 67 x W11 x D2
Inches

34

Orchard Clock
Textured painted night
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Serpentine Wall
Clock

Jasmine printed
Wall Clock

Pantone stripes

Photographic clock

H67 x W4 x D1.5 Inches

H67 x W4 x D1.5 Inches
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billib. setting
standards in time

BILLIB

The Clock Speci a lists
Esta bl ished 19 69

BilliB Clocks, Norwich Road, Bournemouth, Dorset, BH2 5QZ, England.
t. +44 (0) 1202 293352 e. info@billib.co.uk
All Sizes are approximate.
We reserve the right to apply without notice variations and finishes.
No part of this publication can be reproduced without prior written permission from BilliB.
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